
Product Engineer Code Quality

Your tasks

As an Product Engineer for Static Code Analysis in VNI PMT (Vehicle
Networking and Information, Process / Methods / Tools), you are the
engineer who helps colleagues from projects to work successfully with
Klocwork or QA C tools. Also, you will offer presentations and trainings
about these tools. If you have any ideas about automation to make your
works easier, you are more than welcome to suggest and help to
implement them.

Drive an analysis to find the root cause of failure on project/user side.
Support projects to adopt and use these tools.
Develop the relevant solution lifecycle and PMT portfolio
management as well as tool development, including tool
infrastructure and licenses
Provide training, coaching and support
Realize an efficient service management for application and platform
projects

Your profile

Degree in computer science, mathematics, electrical engineering or
similar
Multi-annual experience in the development within the automotive
industry with C language is desired
Experience with static code analyze processes, methods and tools
Experience with Klocwork and/or QAC/QAC++
Optional, experience with at least one of the following tools:
Understand C/C++, Imagix 4D, Code Sonar, Astrée
Be familiar with C coding guidelines like: MISRA C, C++, Cert C/C++,
CWE, AUTOSAR
Knowledge about ASPice, ISO/IEC 20246, ISO26262
Experience in following language: C and C++
Basic knowledge on Linux environment, Bash, Python, SQL queries
are a plus
Skills in metrics and quality reporting
Experience in international teams
Very good communication skills
Very good conflict resolution competencies and assertiveness
Fluent in spoken and written English
Independent and result-oriented working methods

Our offer

As an Product Engineer for Static Code Analysis in VNI PMT (Vehicle
Networking and Information, Process / Methods / Tools), you are the
engineer who helps colleagues from projects to work successfully with
Klocwork or QA C tools. Also, you will offer presentations and trainings
about these tools. If you have any ideas about automation to make your
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works easier, you are more than welcome to suggest and help to
implement them.

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.


